
Worked individually with supervisors on our projects in the areas of microbiology, vascular medicine &

molecular biology as well as attending two hospital visits (NICU & Geriatrics). 

Participated in weekly meetings with the lab members and presented our weekly progress in these meetings.

Completed our own experiments in our respective fields and presented the findings in a symposium. 

We completed a 6-week in-person Studentship at the WWEIM in QUB where we:

Not only did we learn about laboratory research in this placement but we were able to appreciate the
importance of scientific research in the medical field. 
In addition, the two hospital visits we had were an eye-opener since we were able to apply our knowledge
from lectures to patients in wards.
Finally, we all had a great time visiting places in Belfast & NI such as Giant's causeway and even went for a
day trip in Dublin (reflected in the photos)!

Intro 
GREM1 is a bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) antagonist which inhibits BMP signalling.
BMPs themselves are extracellular growth factors that induce bone formation and are
currently known to control various cellular processes during development. It has been
found that high amounts of gremlin are associated with a number of human illnesses like
lung fibrosis, diabetic nephropathy, and malignancies like colorectal, breast, and lung
cancer. Also, GREM1 mRNA and protein levels are higher in kidney biopsies from patients
with colorectal cancer (CRC) and diabetic nephropathy (DN).

Method
Western blot is often used in research to separate and identify proteins. In this technique,
a mixture of proteins is separated based on molecular weight and thus by type through gel
electrophoresis. These gels are then transferred to a membrane producing a band for each
protein. This method is being used to establish the function of glycosylation for GREM1
signalling and to create a novel liquid biopsy to detect GREM1 in human disease (because
GREM1 is a secreted protein, we believe it should be observable in human plasma as a
disease biomarker).

Intro
K. pneumoniae (Kp) is the second most common cause of bacteremia in hospitalised
patients. It has many mechanisms to compete with other bacteria and evades antibiotics.
The type VI secretion system, aka t6ss (Figure 1), is one mechanism by which Kp competes
with and kills other bacteria hence establishing virulence. Many genes and regulatory
sequences have been suggested to modulate the t6ss, including ktrA. 

Findings from competition assay
The results from the competition assay show killing by different strains at varying degrees
(Figure 3) as compared to a PBS control. It is noted that the ktrA knockout exhibited less
killing (though not significant) which implies that the ktrA  potentially has a regulatory
role.
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Method
The competition assay (Figure 2) is used to assess the degree of killing by Kp and how
different regulatory elements, such as ktrA, may fine-tune this system. Various Kp strains
(Kp43.816, KpST258_2, Kp43ΔKtrA, KpST307) were used as predators, and E. coli MG1655
strain was used as prey. 

Results of PNGASE Dose response
Done to ascertain how PNGase affects GREM1 function and mobility

Both results demonstrate that a 25u concentration is sufficient for a reaction.
For hGREM1 (Anti-mouse was used),  as for the mGREM1 (anti-donkey was used). After
viewing these outcomes, we considered testing the glycosylating function on GREM1 in the
future. 
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Intro 
Diabetes-induced cardiac fibrosis plays a vital role in the pathological changes associated with
diabetic cardiomyopathies. TGF-beta (TGF-b) is a key mediator implicated in the progression of
fibrogenesis. TGF-fibrosis is driven via Smad-dependent and non-smad pathways, promoting
collagen and fibronectin expression. 
5-Azacytidine is a drug clinically approved for the treatment of haematological malignancies.
Mechanism of action involves inhibiting DNA methyltransferase, which stops DNA methylation.
Studies are investigating its potential to reduce cardiac fibrosis in diabetic patients, ultimately
reducing risk of heart failure. Our project investigates the impact of high glucose on human cardiac
fibroblast cells (+/- TGF-b treatment) and studies the effect of 5-Azacytidine treatment on this cell
model.

Method
Human cardiac fibroblasts were cultured (Figure 1) in D-glucose-rich media for three days, and
then TGF-b was added. Cells were then extracted using a RIPA (lysis) buffer. Western Blotting
(Figure 2) was then used to identify the protein of interest. This extensive technique involved
protein suspension, electrotransfer, antibody probing (primary and secondary) and imaging. 
 CTGF, collagen I and collagen III are major proteins of interest that are released in fibrotic tissue. 

Findings
The findings from Rt-qPCR supported the impact of TGF-b on the progression of fibrogenesis.
Connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) is expressed higher by the human cardiac fibroblasts in the
presence of TGF-b than with no TGF-b. Similarly, collagen I and collagen III were also expressed in
higher amounts in the presence of TGF-b than without (Figure 3). 
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